During the recent pandemic lockdown, Mccreedy and
the Bath Shop began exploring ways to collaborate
that would be socio-politically awake, aesthetically
gorgeous and provide viewers with a moment of respite during these turbulent times. The result is “The Blue
Bath”, an eyecatching installation in which Mccreedy
depicts his signature Abstract Chaos Theory musings.
The drain of the tub plays a central role, conjuring up
impressions of failed systems being washed away so
that new ones might flourish.
This installation was created for the Zurich Art Weekend as can be seen at our shoowroom before and
during the Art Weekend, 11th to 13th of September.

Während des pandemischen Lockdowns haben
Mccreedy und The Bath Shop die Möglichkeiten einer
Kollaboration erkundet, welche die sozialpolitischen
Zustände in einer Installation wiederspiegelt, in einer
ästhetischen Schönheit, welche dem Betrachter einen
Moment der Ruhe in diesen turbulenten Zeiten verspricht. Das Result ist “The Blue Bath”, eine hinreissende Installation, welche Mccreedys unverkennbare
“Abstract Chaos Theory“ zeigt. Der Abfluss der Wanne
spielt eine wesentliche Rolle, in dem er das Wegfliessen des versagendem Sozial-systemes wiederspiegelt,
so dass ein Neues aufblühend kann.
Diese einmalige Installation wurde hinlässlich der
Zurich Art Weekend im Showroom von The Bath Shop
kreiert und kann vor und während des des Anlasses
vom 11-13. September bei uns besichtigt werden.
Schaufenster von The Bath Shop in der Zürcher Altstadt gezeigt.

English statement from the Artists Studio
Conor Mccreedy’s studio is situated in the epi-centre of Zürich’s Altstadt, and just a stone’s throw from the Bath
Shop off the Rennweg. Both are vibrant residents of the community of artisans that populate the area. The two
began speaking about a collaboration even before the pandemic, and somehow now seemed to be the perfect
moment to come together. They wanted to collaborate in a way that would be socio-politically awake, aesthetically gorgeous and provide viewers with a moment of reflection during these turbulent times.
The result is an installation piece entitled “The Blue Bath” that is brimming with connections between the
two. First, a bathtub, in all her glory with cast iron lion claw feet, proved to be the perfect medium to connect
Mccreedy and the Bath Shop.
For Mccreedy’s charitable foundation PAL’s mandate is indeed the protection of African Lions. Second, the
next obvious connection came in Mccreedy’s signature blue pigment. For no other colour in the world would
make such aesthetic sense for this collaboration as Mcreedy’s signature blue. Third, the final connection came
to Mccreedy during the pandemic, in which he came to see the bathtub as a perfect medium for depicting the
sentiments of his Abstract Chaos Theory series. This series is occupied with the abstract illustration of Chaos
Theory as a metaphor for understanding the world as a deeply tangled web that is fraught with intricacies,
random events and unpredictability. In this series, Mccreedy has explored abstractly depicting systems that are
closed or limited in their ability to account for the vast interconnectedness of our reality right now.
How apropos to paint such a doomed system on a bathtub spiraling down a drain. What better medium than a
bathtub that by its very essence cleanses and washes away? The result is a gorgeous, unexpected installation
that represents hope in these most challenging times.progress is about understanding hyper connected systems. Our universe is chaotic and requires systems to make sense of it all.
Price
This one of kind installation is for a serious collector, museum or institutional buyer.
Also available are frames objects of the tools used in process (brushes, sponges etc.)
Prices on request.
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